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Identity as infrastructure

“Identity of a nation”
Anne Lyons, ASPI 2018
Anne Lyons, Visiting Fellow at ASPI, recommended including “national 
identity assets within the critical infrastructure framework”. Digital 
infrastructure remains ill-defined, but patterns are beginning to emerge of 
data supply chains running through an ecosystem of information brokers, 
processors, consumers and sources of truth (akin to the petrochemical 
supply lines that undergird today’s economy). Lockstep Technologies has 
researched and developed mobile technologies to cryptographically 
safeguard the provenance and fidelity of personal attributes, to mitigate ID 
theft & counterfeiting. These techniques can be generalised to safeguard 
data quality in general, and tangibly shape the national “infostructure”. 
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“Data is the new crude oil”

Compare Huntington Beach, California as it was circa 1920 at the peak of the oil rush, and as it is today. Oil hasn’t gone 
away; indeed we are digging up more oil than ever before. What we’ve done is made the oil industry orderly, with regulated 
and standardised supply chains.  Data too is now flowing through increasingly complex supply chains, which can be 
thought of as “infostructure”.  As with all raw materials, the provenance and quality (or fidelity) of data matters enormously. 

The comparison emphasises the importance of data in the new digital economy, and 
how it may take the place of crude oil as the defining raw material.  The metaphor runs 
deep.  Data is making people great fortunes; it is the lifeblood of new businesses and 
whole new sectors; and uncontrolled data mining is laying waste to parts of the Internet. 
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Digital Identity frameworks

• Trusted Digital Identity Framework (“TDIF”, DTA 2016 - now)

• Aust Payments Council digital identity framework (2015 - now)

• Murray Report (2014)

• GOV.UK Verify (2011-18?)

• US National Strategy Trusted Identities in Cyberspace (2009-16)

• Banking Trust Centre (Australia, 2006) 

• Internet Industry Assoc Authentication Hub (DCITA, 2005)

• Smart Medicare Card / Human Services Access Card (2004-07)

• National Authentication Authority proposal (NOIE, 1998).

Progress in digital identity has been slow and confusing (at least in Anglophone nations).  “Identity theft” (the takeover and 
illicit use of personal data) is rife; authentication systems remain hard to use; identities rarely interoperate across different 
services. Australia, the UK and the US have been shy of identity security technology, which sadly is linked needlessly to the
spectre of national ID.  Our experiment with a smart Medicare card was damned by association with the “Australia Card”.  
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Evolution of data carriers
Many of the challenges in digital identity can be reduced to data 
management.  “Digital Identity” is generally framed or defined as a set 
of claims or attributes. The reliability of an identity boils down to 
confidence in the provenance of the constituent claims (i.e. where did 
the claims originate, on what authority where they issued?) and their 
fidelity (are they intact, did the user consent to their presentation?).

Data provenance and fidelity have been core 
to the evolution of payment card technology. 
Sixty years ago the first payment cards were 
paper.  Over time, successive generations of

plastic cards have automated the transfer of account details to 
merchant equipment. Chip technology is now used to prove that 
an account number has originated from a legitimate bank, the 
account number has been presented under the cardholder’s 
control, and transaction hasn’t been tampered with or replayed. 
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A model: Mobile Device Attributes

• Mobile Credentials Wallet developed by 

• Lockstep Technologies with the Kantara Identity & 

Privacy Incubator, and Rutgers University

• https://tinyurl.com/DHSCyberguide2018

Lockstep Technologies has developed a mobile credentials wallet under contract with the 
US Department of Homeland Security. Lockstep is the only Australian company so far 
selected for the Homeland Security Science & Technology Cybersecurity program. 

Each of a user’s credentials are encapsulated in a digital certificate, bound to a private key 
held in a user-controlled mobile device, and signed by the credential issuing authority.  
Such credentials presented from the device are sure to have originated from a known 
source, to have been stored in a known type of device, and presented with user consent. 

The cryptographic protection of credentials in this way provides a scalable model for the 
protection of any identity data and personal attributes. 

Acknowledgement & Disclaimer: Information in this presentation is based on research funded by the 
U.S. Department of Homeland Security Science & Technology Directorate (DHS S&T). Any opinions 
contained herein are those of the performer and do not necessarily reflect those of DHS S&T. For more 
information, please contact Anil John, Program Manager Cybersecurity R&D anil.john@hq.dhs.gov.  S
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Scale to all identity data
IHI 1234567890

Dept of Health

Smart phone Model M

Trial ID 999 999
Clinical Research Org.

Smart phone Model M

Pt No. ZZ991122
Mental Health Record

Smart phone Model M

1234 56789 1
Medicare Australia

Smart phone Model MAll manner of identity attributes and personal data could be safe-
guarded by being similarly encapsulated (digitally certified) in 
secure mobile devices, with the data issuer vouching for (signing) 
the certificate.  Consider a chronic care patient, who typically will be 
registered with many independent record systems. They may have 
an Individual Health Identifier for the Dept of Health MyHealth-
Record, a clinical trial identifier, a mental health system ID, and a 
Medicare Number. A certificate for each piece of respective data 
would show the authoritative issuer of the data and prove that the 
data was carried in a particular model of mobile phone. 

When personal data is presented in a transaction 
signed by such a certificate, the receiver is assured that 
the data and mobile device are genuine, the data hasn’t 
been tampered with or replayed, and that the end user 
was in control of the presentation. 
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Scale to all Personal Data

• Payment card numbers

• Know Your Customer / “KYC Once”

• Proof of Age

• Disparate Govt CRNs 

• Qualifications, licences, memberships

• Biographic details.  

Participation in the digital economy involves the presentation of verified personal 
data – identifiers, customer reference numbers, attributes and so on – either explicitly 
or implicitly.  Most cyber crime can be traced to a lack of provenance and/or poor 
fidelity of personal data online.  
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Infrastructure broadly

To better tackle digital identity and personal data in general, let’s think more broadly about 
“infrastructure”.  Retail payments has enjoyed consistent form factors and user experience for 
decades. Generational security improvements – like the migration to chip and now to mobile –
have rolled out while the regulatory and legal underpinnings remain constant.  Under the 
covers, payment cards and apps use cryptography to protect the provenance and fidelity of 
account information.  The time has come to apply similar safety standards to all personal data. 
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